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All Students Are Artists
Linda Nathan

The arts teach students persistence, empathy, teamwork—and
much more.
Not long ago, Mr. Sosa came to me in a fit of exasperation. "I've had it February 2012
with Darren. I've moved his seat right next to my desk. I've spent
extra time with him after school. I've called home. I've put him on a
contract. I've talked to the counselor. In my 30 years of teaching, he's one of the most
frustrating students I've ever taught!"
Darren was a 10th grade dancer with severe attention deficit disorder. He was working through
difficult issues at home, including the question of whether he should take medications. Staying
focused in Mr. Sosa's science class was hard for him. He could derail the class in seconds with
a nasty quip to a peer or an inappropriate comment in a whole-class discussion. Getting Darren
to work and make progress was a daily battle.

Darren: From Dance to Science
As Mr. Sosa and I talked, I realized that at that moment Darren was in ballet class. "Let's go
see what he does in there," I suggested. "Maybe we'll observe something about how he
learns."
I don't want to overblow any claim about the arts as the key to unlock learning issues, but as
we entered Darren's ballet class, I felt as though we had walked into a fairy tale. This
uncontrollable, impulsive, and often mean-spirited young man was beautiful here. He moved
fluidly, with grace and poise. He was at the front of the class, and other students followed his
movements. Darren picked up nuances so adeptly and quickly that the teacher often used him
to show corrections to the rest of the class. He seemed completely secure in his body—happy
and free. He knew he was in control, and he knew he was good. How could we transfer that
self-knowledge and self-confidence to science class?
A few weeks later, in Mr. Sosa's room, Darren stood at his table working on his problem set.
For the entire 90-minute block, Darren rarely sat down. He sometimes moved around the
circumference of the room, but he wasn't bothering other students. I asked Mr. Sosa what had
changed. "We talked about what I had seen in dance class and how he feels there. We talked
about how to get that feeling into science. Darren figured out that standing up and moving
around would help. We're still working on not blurting out and bothering others. Still, when his
body is in motion, his mind can focus."

Alejandro: Little by Little
For 14 years, Boston Arts Academy has used the visual and performing arts to guide our
students toward a broad, high-quality education. Our school has graduated more than 800
students. Sixty-five percent of our students are eligible for free or reduced-price lunch (which
is the federal indicator for poverty); and 94 percent go on to college or professional careers.
Our students are admitted on the basis of auditions only; their previous academic records play
no role in admissions decisions. We must, therefore, identify individual needs early and target
instruction to each student's personal strengths and interests.
Some students, like Darren, struggle to remain focused in academic subjects yet excel in their
areas of passion. Our challenge is to articulate those strengths and enable students to apply
them in other venues. Alejandro is another story.
When Alejandro came to Boston Arts as a 9th grader, he had a history of poor attendance and
had been involved with the court system. He was reading at the 4th grade level. When asked
why he came to Boston Arts, Alejandro answered nonchalantly, "Some teacher in my school
said I could sing."
He sings beautifully, although that didn't seem to help him pass any academic classes. During
a first-semester meeting, the student support counselor encouraged students to share
techniques that had helped them study. Alejandro sat outside the circle, scowling. "Alejandro,"
said the counselor, "this meeting is about helping us support one another to do better."
Alejandro's scowl only deepened, and he grumbled quietly, "I don't ever do better. Just worse."
As the year progressed and Alejandro's beautiful voice deepened from tenor to baritone, his
grades in academic classes did not improve. As one of the few male singers in both the lyric
choir and the audition-only spiritual ensemble, Alejandro was much sought after for his
emerging vocal expertise. Faculty members commented on his solos, and his music teacher,
Mr. Kahn, often complimented him on his ability to carry the bass section. "You know your
parts, Alejandro, and everyone else's, too. We're going to start learning some more difficult
pieces. You're ready." Alejandro offered little enthusiasm. Still, he was always on time for
rehearsals and performances, even as his academics faltered.
At the end of 9th grade, he needed summer school to make up credits and improve his reading
fluency. His summer school teacher knew of his music skills and began to help Alejandro build
his confidence in reading. "Let's look at this text as if you're reading a music score," his teacher
suggested. Little by little over the five-week reading program, they broke down paragraphs
and chapters just as a singer breaks down stanzas and notes. By the end of the program,
Alejandro had read a book from cover to cover. He had also written a five-page essay on his
own for the first time.
When 10th grade began, Alejandro returned to his music teacher, Mr. Kahn. "I finally read a
book all the way through this summer, but I'm worried that when all the work starts piling up,
I'll quit again and fail," he said. With that opening from Alejandro, Mr. Kahn created a buddy
system to allow him and other students to check in with one another about assignments and
project due dates. Alejandro isn't a superstar student (yet), but he hasn't failed a class this
year. He is beginning to recognize that the practice skills that come naturally to him in music
can be transferred into other areas. Moreover, he has learned that success begets more
success. If he can remain confident in his ability to ask for help, he will do better in school.

Arts at the Core
Upon graduation, a large majority of our students enter either a two-year or four-year college
or university. Some go directly to professional careers. The 2010 winner of So You Think You
Can Dance was a Boston Arts Academy alumnus, and we have two graduates dancing with the
Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater. Some graduates have moved to New York City to pursue
their dreams of acting on Broadway; others are teaching in community music programs or local
public schools. Some work in galleries or as social workers, paralegals, or playwrights. Some
take the discipline they have gained at Boston Arts and join the military. Some settle in their
communities, begin to raise families, and vow to be actively engaged in their children's
schools.
The current national discussion in education focuses on a common core curriculum. Having all
students reach national standards in reading and math—or civics, science, history, and
language—is not inherently wrong. What worries me is how infrequently these discussions
include student creativity and the arts.
Granted, I run an arts high school, so I am especially sensitive to the needs of artistic
adolescents. I know that many of my students would melt, fade away, and disappear in schools
where the arts are considered a frill—icing on the cake—not a core part of the day.
But the arts aren't important for just a few students. If we believe, as the literature suggests,
that students learn by doing, by engaging, by getting their hands dirty, then the arts must be
central to any core curriculum. Research tells us that to compete in a global economy we must
think beyond the linear, logical, and analytical skills that are easily measured by standardized
tests (Christensen, Horn, & Johnson, 2008). Daniel Pink (2005) goes further, stating that to
flourish in this new environment, students will need to develop
the ability to create artistic and emotional beauty, to detect patterns and
opportunities, to craft a satisfying narrative and to combine seemingly unrelated
ideas into a novel invention [as well as] the ability to empathize, to understand the
subtleties of human interaction, to find joy in oneself and to elicit it in others, and to
stretch beyond the quotidian, in pursuit of purpose and meaning. (pp. 51–52)
Persistence, patience, practice, working in an ensemble, empathy, and learning to take
criticism are all habits learned in the study of the arts. Recently, I observed one of our music
teachers as he conducted our chamber music students. He listened intently to the whole group
before he began working one-on-one with individual players. After coaching each individual, he
would turn to the rest of the group to ask, "Do you see what I'm trying to get Danielle to do?
Do you see how her playing must interact with all of you? You are an ensemble, and you must
listen to one another."
He knew that each student was in a different place in her or his growth as a musician but that
everyone was committed to working as an ensemble. He played on the strength of the whole
group in its common pursuit of excellence.
At one point, the teacher picked up his own trumpet and played a few measures with the
group. The students were clearly delighted by the sound and energy he brought to the music.
Everyone was pushed to a higher level by the intensity of the coaching. Everyone understood
the importance of hard work and practice. These are not just skills for arts classes.

Beyond Right and Wrong Answers
Too much of the curriculum in high schools today is about doing well on the test. What if arts
education, with its emphasis on process, could help us think about not being finished instead of
failing?
In music, a continuum of growth is expected. One doesn't fail—one gets better. A musician can
always improve. In dance, the willingness to fall and recover is a common movement motif
that also applies in the academic classroom. As educators, we constantly work to help our
students take risks and stretch and then come back to center and be in control when
necessary.
When I asked Alejandro, Darren, and other students to define what an artist is, their responses
were immediate. Alejandro said, "An artist is someone who can move people to a different
place—in the way they feel, even if it makes them sad or uncomfortable." Darren added, "An
artist is someone who can talk without using words—just movement and sound, and
sometimes no sound. And an artist doesn't tell you what's right or wrong. You have to figure it
out yourself."
All students are artists, whether they go to an arts school or not. Students crave opportunities
to figure things out—things that matter. In the arts, you have to argue. You have to determine
why. The arts are about judgment. As my students say, "Art makes my head hurt because
there isn't one right answer."
Boston Arts Academy students are learning in an environment where they are taught to ask
questions, required to create solutions to multiple problems, and urged to work collaboratively.
Our students' and teachers' immersion in the arts creates what theorists call disruptive
innovation (Christensen, Horn, & Johnson, 2008). Artistic explorations are loaded with What if
we … ? and How could we … ? Such questions make us think beyond the walls that constrict us
and push us to think about solutions. That orientation can be liberating and even life-saving for
students like Darren and Alejandro.
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Students learned about the artist Georgia Oâ€™Keeffe, and viewed examples of her flower paintings. We talked about the scale (sâ€¦
Huge List of Contemporary Artists. Are you looking for some new contemporary artists to teach your students about? On the Facebook
Art Teachers group, members suggested LOTS of contemporary artists that they teach their students. â€¦ 7 Gorgeous Sonia Delaunay
Art Projects for Kids. Learn all about the amazing artist Sonia Delaunay with these 7 Gorgeous Sonia Delaunay Art Projects for Kids,
with art work, collages and more! 10 Andy Warhol Art Projects for Kids. Artist And Founded by Artists, We Support Artists. Artists who
have studied and taught at the Art Students League have set the course of American art for 140 years. We provide a hands-on studio
education accessible to anyone who truly aspires to develop as an artist â€” whether you are seeking to pursue a profession in the fine
arts or just beginning your artistic journey. Our supportive community is diverse in age, background and experience: students strive
together to learn. We also fully support the professional development of emerging artists with residencies and opportunities to exhibit,
sell, and tea A collection of inspiring collage artists to engage art students in your Art Lessons. There is a collage artist for every art
student here!Â Iâ€™ve put together this list of collage artists to give you an overview of who you could use in the classroom with your
students. There are some old favourites here and hopefully some new ones too. Click on any image to go to a google search or the
artistâ€™s website. You canâ€™t talk about collage artists without mentioning Kurt Schwitters (above) as he is considered to be â€˜The
King of Collageâ€™. Schwitters is credited with being the first to do it. However, others argue that Picasso did it first! Schwitters
collected his materials from the streets of Berlin. I once did a successful Schwitters insp Teaching the artistic processes creates
opportunities for students to pull learning from other subjects.â€ James Rees, from Provo, Utah adds, â€œGreat art teachers arenâ€™t
afraid to be vulnerable and can easily admit teaching and artmaking mistakes which aides students in taking risks, making mistakes and
moving forward.â€ Lindsay Moss, echoes with this sentiment, â€œGreat art educators are constantly evolving.Â 12. They are artists.
Whether or not art teachers professionally show their work is irrelevant. But, knowing how to creatively utilize a variety of mediums and
sharing these techniques with your students is an important part of the equation. Some of the best art teachers I know continually create
art, exhibit art in some way, and share their talent with their students.

